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Novel Married at First Sight Chapter 1915 -Soon, the security captain of Queen 
Enterprise came out with a group of security guards to smash flowers. 

Kevin’s people naturally stopped him. 

The scene started to be noisy. 

Kevin was not in a hurry, and was still in the mood to take pictures of his “labor” results 
with his mobile phone. 

After taking the photo, he accidentally saw Hugh in the crowd, and he walked towards 
Hugh. 

Hugh squatted down and took a flower from the sea of flowers When Kevin approached, 
he handed the flower to Kevin. With a smile on his handsome face, he said to Kevin: 
“Mr. York, if you like men, you might as well pursue me. I think I’m more suitable for 
you, but my brother is not suitable for you. My brother is a normal man and won’t like 
you.” 

Kevin clamped his fingers between two fingers. He leaned over to smell the flower, and 
said, “It smells fresh.” 

Immediately, he put his hand on Hugh’s chin, pinched it, and lightly lifted Hugh’s chin. 
Looking at Hugh, Kevin said with a smile: “Second Master Queen, you’re very 
handsome, but compared with your brother, he still lacks taste.” 

Hugh pulled Kevin’s hand down with a smile, and asked: “What kind of smell is missing 
from your body, Mr. York, let me see if I can solve it. My brother is very serious, and you 
can’t make such a joke. Mr. York, if you need this scandal to solve your problem, just 
come to me, I will stay with you to the end, just let my brother go.” 

He also leaned in front of Kevin, and said in a low voice: “Mr. York, I know you always 
did it on purpose, you always did this to make people misunderstand that you are gay, 
and then your elders will not urge you to get married again, and if you don’t pursue the 
candidate your grandma has selected for you, your grandma will still recognize you as a 
grandson. This is a way to solve it. It’s just a little bit of damage. It’s fine if you hurt 
yourself, but also hurt others. If you want to hurt others, I don’t care, but if you hurt my 
elder brother, that’s your fault. 

Mr. York, if you want to hurt me, you should hurt me. It just so happens that I am almost 
30 years old by my parents. I don’t have a fixed girlfriend. I miss it every day and night. 
Occasionally, he will be talked about, he is much better than me, because he is too 
busy with work.” 



Kevin smiled and said: “Second Young Master Queen, you’re really a smart man, but I 
still like Mr. Queen a little more and you’re suitable to be my brother-in-law.” 

Hugh: “…” 

This guy really took advantage of his sister. 

“stop!” 

A low shout sounded. 

The crowd who were pushing and shoving on both sides stopped and then separated 
automatically. Hayden came out. 

The secretary followed behind her. 

Kevin saw that Hayden’s face was as black as coal. 

Sea of flowers, some flowers have been smashed, but the core content has not been 
smashed. 

“Mr. Queen,” Kevin walked over. 

Hayden looked at him with sharp eyes, stared at Kevin and asked him coldly: “Mr. York, 
what are you doing?” 

Making such a big commotion. 

“I sent you a bouquet of flowers, but you won’t accept them.” Kevin said, even 
aggrieved, “You don’t know how much courage I need to summon up to send you a 
bouquet of flowers, I see, you refused without even looking at it. I think, maybe there are 
not enough flowers, and you dislike it, so I arranged a sea of flowers for you.” 

He pointed to the remaining sea of flowers and asked Hayden: “Mr. Queen, there are so 
many flowers. Are you satisfied with the flowers?” 

Hayden wanted to kick it over. 

She tried hard to suppress her anger, telling herself not to be impulsive, but to stay 
rational. 

After taking a few deep breaths, Hayden said in a deep voice: “Mr. York, I am a man, 
and I only like women, not men. Thank you for your love, but please hold me high and 
let me go.” 



Kevin smiled and said: “Mr. Queen is always a man, but that doesn’t stop me from 
pursuing you. If I pursue mine, whether Mr. Queen accepts it is entirely up to him. I don’t 
believe there is any tension between the two.” 
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